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Fall guys jinxed game mode

This article is a stub. Help your Fall Guys: Ultimate Knockout Wiki by expanding it. Jinxed is one of the rounds in Fall Guys: Ultimate Knockout. This round is a team round and was first introduced in beta. Players who are cursed have a pink cloud around their torsos. In-game descriptions[edit | edit source] Objective Don't get jinxed!
Description The first team to be completely cursed is eliminated! Course description[edit | edit source] Default version[edit | edit source] Jinxed is a team game. In Jinxed, the players are divided into two teams. The setting is a large arena, with many obstacles such as swinging balls and rotating platforms. Jinxed means unhappy,
unhappy, and when a player is cursed, a pink cloud visual effect appears around them. In the beginning, one person from each team is cursed; the rest don't. The cursed players must hunt down the un-cursed players, and jinx them by grabbing them. This will cause the team to lose a point, but the cursed player can now infect the clean
people (thus the act of being cursed both a pro and con in itself). The first team that curses every player loses and is eliminated. There is a hidden timer of 5 minutes, after which the game eliminates the team with fewer unaffected players. Due to the nature of this map, this tends to happen only in contrived circumstances. Overtime[edit |
edit source] Overtime cases are incredibly rare, but under exceptional or contrived circumstances they can happen. If both teams are tied after 5 minutes, 15 extra seconds will be added. If there is still a draw after 15 seconds, another 15 seconds are added and this repeats until one team has the absolute lowest score. (None of the 5
minute or 15 second timers are revealed.) Strategy[edit | edit source] Pursuer* Strategy[edit | edit source] The purpose of this strategy is to curse as many people as possible. These players will immediately try to get cursed and then run around, chasing other players. Pursuers can work together in the team with the most cursed players
and make sure they are eliminated. Runner* Strategy[edit | edit source] This strategy is to run from the Jinxed, and is the most common of the two. These players may or may not be a Pursuer after being cursed. * These names are surreption names and are not somewhat uniformly agreed. Medal Thresholds[edit | edit source] Gold -
Team Qualifies No Medal - Eliminated History[edit | edit source] History of Jinxed Season Status Map Theme Beta Active Standard 1 Active Standard 2 Active Standard 3 Active Standard See also[edit | edit source] We've given you our top 5 tips for beginners, and even ranked our favorite levels, so here's a full guide to each level and
source in Fall guys Despite its aesthetic two, there is actually a fair amount of depth in Fall Guys that reveals itself through its many modes and levels. So of course, we have to take on our wolf suits and jump into all game modes and and that Fall Guys offers. Game Modes In Fall Guys, there are mainly four game modes that includes the
25 different levels and minigames throughout the game. The Fall Guys game modes are: Race Modes - These include mini-games where the goal is to reach the finish line as quickly as possible to avoid being eliminated. Examples of race mode minigames include Slime Climb and Hit Parade. Survival Modes – Survival mode minigames
require the player to be among the last to advance to the next stage in the Fall Guys Ultimate Knockout tournament. Block Party and Tail Tag are good examples of survival modes. Team modes – Team modes place players in equally numbered groups and require them to work together to complete a goal. Fall Ball and Jinx are both good
examples of team modes. Final Stage Modes – Only when the field of players is reduced enough do the final stage modes kick off. The popular Hex-A-Gone is a perfect example of a final stage mode. All levels to date As we have seen, there are four broad categories in which the many Fall Guys levels and minigames fall in. So of course,
these are all levels currently available in Fall Guys in addition to the game mode categories that they each fall into. Race Mode Levels Dizzy Heights: Navigate through a spinning platform to reach the finish line. Door Dash: Try and avoid the fake doors if you have a crazy dash for the finish line. Fruit Chute: Dodge huge fruits being
blasted across the trail as you try to reach the finish line. Gate Crash: Try to predict the pattern of a moving door as you aim for the finish line. Hit Parade: Do your best to dodge obstacles of all shapes and sizes on the way to the finish line. See Saw: Traverse a series of see-saws that need to be balanced to get to the finish line. Slime
Climb: Overcome an increasingly challenging obstacle course as the rising mucus is on your heels on the way to the finish line. The Whirlygig: Squeeze through an obstacle-packed course of hammers, spinning platforms and more as you try to reach the end. Tip Toe: One of the trickiest of all fall guys levels, in Tip Toe players must
navigate their way to the finish line – but only by cutting a path on tiles that won't fall through. Survival Mode Levels Block Party: Survive to the end by staying on the platform and avoiding the ever faster walls that come to you too quickly. Jump Club: Keep hopping over a fast spin bar to get the last standing. Jump Showdown: In Jump
Showdown, players have to stand on their toes as they jump around a series of ever-accelerating tubes that orbit a central platform. But to survive, players also need to avoid the platform wedges that fall away over a certain period of time. Perfect match: A good old fashioned memory test, players have to flock to the tiles that match the
picture on a large If you do not do this, the platform tiles to fall away. Roll Out: Survival can only be assured if players are able to dodge a variety of fast-moving rotating rings. Tail Tag: A brutal game mode to say the least, in Tail Tag, players must grab opponents' tails and make sure they have their own tail by the time the time limit
expires. Team Mode Levels Egg Scramble: The level begins with a huge pile of eggs in the middle of the arena. Players can win by keeping as many eggs in their portion of the arena as possible by the time the clock expires. Fall Ball: Essentially Fall Guys football, the goal here is to just roll more balls into the opposing net than they do to
yours before the timer expires. Hoarders: The goal here is simple - make sure the ball is in your part of the arena at the point that the clock is ending. Hoopsey Daisy: Jump through as many hoops as you do for your team to make sure most points are possible by the end of the timer. Jinxed: Another old-fashioned classic brought bang up
to date, in Jinxed the goal is to 'jinx' all members of the opposite team. Rock 'N' Roll: A real test of teamworking, players need to band together to push a huge ball through an obstacle to the finish line for the opposing teams. Team Tail Tag: A team version of Tail Tag, Team Tail Tag has players stealing as many tails as possible to ensure
that their team has the most by the time the clock ticks down. Final Stage Levels Fall Mountain: A real test of that platforming and evasion skills, players must overcome a variety of huge obstacles, traps and other dangers as they try to reach the top of Fall Mountain and crochet the gold crown. Fall Mountain remains a perennial favorite
among Falls Guys fans, that's for sure. Hex-A-Gone: Starting atop a tower of layered colored platforms, players should make sure they are the last to stand as the little hexagonal tiles that form each platform begin to fall through as people begin to walk over them. Royal Fumble: A different take on the Tail Tag game type seen elsewhere,
Royal Fumble has the remaining players in the tournament rushing to nab the only tail in the match, as a variety of hammers, ramps and spinning platforms all conspire to make things very challenging indeed. Now that Fall Guys has finally been released, more than 1.5 million players have been in the battle for first place in the crazy battle
royale-style game. Playing a series of minigames with the aim to stand the last jelly at the end of it all, there is much to learn if you want to be the best. This is how you win at Jinxed. How jinxed to win In Jinxed, players in two teams must walk away from enemy Fall Guys with the Cursed Status effect. When Jinxed, a colored cloud will
rotate around your player model and pass on the status by grabbing members of the opposing team that are not currently cursed. It's a game of last-man-standing wins, so make sure to track down all opponents quickly, otherwise you risk your team team 100% cursed. Throughout the stage, giant garlands swing from side to side, with
players getting too close to the side. Every player who falls in Jinxed becomes the perfect target for those who are looking to take a point away from their opponents. Read more: Fall Guys Guide: How to win at Hoopsie Daisy There is very little space to hide on this map, so the only way to avoid being jinxed is to keep moving and risk
diving over the garlands. The spin platforms in the center are a good way to maintain agility, but they can attract a lot of feet in the game. If you're already cursed, consider protecting your team's unseeded players. (Photo: Mediatonic) While you don't affect them with the Cursed State, grabbing enemies that are already Cursed can be
helpful to your team, as it keeps them in place for a while and allows your teammates to escape. Of course, if you think your efforts would be better spent helping corner the remaining enemies, lend a hand to that cause instead. Quick Tips Stay on the move constantly as you flee jinxed players Try to make sure your pursuers are knocked
over by the garlands Keep enemy players away from your non-Cursed Allies Fall Guys is now available on PlayStation 4 and PC. PlayStation Plus members can download it for free this month. Month.
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